Amplitudes of laser evoked potential recorded from primary somatosensory, parasylvian and medial frontal cortex are graded with stimulus intensity.
Intensity encoding of painful stimuli in many brain regions has been suggested by imaging studies which cannot measure electrical activity of the brain directly. We have now examined the effect of laser stimulus intensity (three energy levels) on laser evoked potentials (LEPs) recorded directly from the human primary somatosensory (SI), parasylvian, and medial frontal cortical surfaces through subdural electrodes implanted for surgical treatment of medically intractable epilepsy. LEP N2* (early exogenous/stimulus-related potential) and LEP P2** (later endogenous potential) amplitudes were significantly related to the laser energy levels in all regions, although differences between regions were not significant. Both LEP peaks were also significantly correlated with the pain intensity evoked by the laser stimulus, excepting N2* over the parasylvian region. Peak latencies of both LEP peaks were independent of laser energy levels. N2* and P2** amplitudes of the maxima in all regions showed significant positive linear correlations with laser energy, excepting N2* over the parasylvian region. The lack of correlation of parasylvian cortical N2* with laser energy and pain intensity may be due to the unique anatomy of this region, or the small sample, rather than the lack of activation by the laser. Differences in thresholds of the energy correlation with amplitudes were not significant between regions. These results suggest that both exogenous in endogenous potentials evoked by painful stimuli, and recorded over SI, parasylvian, and medial frontal cortex of awake humans, encode the intensity of painful stimuli and correlate with the pain evoked by painful stimuli.